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Introduction
The murders of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
then George Floyd on May 25, 2020, sparked a wave of
protests across all 50 US states, with demonstrations in
both small towns and big cities. The rallying cry against
racial inequality exploded far beyond the US - reaching
almost every continent, from Brussels to Sao Paulo.
People are coming together to fight police brutality and
systemic racism, fueling and bringing more momentum
to the Black Lives Matter movement than ever.
From George Floyd’s death on May 25, 2020 through
June 22, 2020, #BlackLivesMatter, #BLM, or
#blklivesmatter has been mentioned 18 million times by
nine million unique authors. Compared to the months
before (April 1-May 24), mentions of these hashtags
have increased 12K%.1
After the 2012 death of Trayvon Martin, an unarmed
17-year-old boy, the man who senselessly shot and
killed him was acquitted in 2013. Thus started the official
Black Lives Matter movement. From January 1, 2013
through June 22, 2020, #BlackLivesMatter, #BLM, or
#blklivesmatter has been mentioned 38 million times.2
Through this report we’ll examine the social response
to trends emerging from this new, and powerful wave
of the Black Lives Matter movement. From initiatives
started by brands to hold themselves accountable, to
emergent Black voices from around the US.
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PRIDE FLAG

#BLM in social conversation
BLM MENTIONS VS
OTHER MOVEMENTS3

15K MENTIONS

As this wave of BLM protests
coincides with Pride month,
activists hold BLM supporters
accountable for standing up for
LGBTQ+ and trans rights.

THE MOVEMENT
IN EMOJIS4
ME TOO

9M

BLACK LIVES
MATTER

MAGA

13M

39MILLION

CAMERA

BLACK HEART

22K MENTIONS

MARCH FOR
OUR LIVES

108K MENTIONS

Influencers credited Black
photographers, giving them
a larger platform to share
their work documenting
the movement.

2M

Along with Black Power fists,
the black heart emoji has
been used to show solidarity
with the movement.

BLM CONVERSATION5

FROM JANUARY 1 2013 - JUNE 22 2020
2013

2014

2016

2017

2018

2020

After the 2012 death
of Trayvon Martin,
George Zimmerman
is acquitted and the
Black Lives Matter
movement begins.

Following the deaths
of Michael Brown
and Eric Garner, BLM
protests surged in
New York
and Ferguson.

Nearing the
Presidential
election, BLM
became a hot topic.
BLM also went
global this year.

Philando Castile is
killed by police and
his final moments
are posted to
Facebook Live.

After the Parkland
school shooting,
March For Our Lives
integrated a call for
BLM in their protests.

The deaths of Ahmad
Arbery, Breonna Taylor
and George Floyd spark
national BLM protests
and marches.

131K MENTIONS

784K MENTIONS

3M MENTIONS

1M MENTIONS

453K MENTIONS

14M MENTIONS
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Viral stories

i’m not black, but i see you. i’m not black, but i hear
you. i’m not black, but i mourn with you. i’m not black,
but i will fight for you. #BlackLivesMatter

EMERGING STORIES FROM ACROSS THE USA

So today, I gotta message from a
customer and it reads:
“Due to recent inappropriate
comments made I will be canceling my
participation in the [name of business]
you have planned.”
My “inappropriate” comment was
#BlackLivesMatter.
Racists really can’t be helped.
#protests2020

1.2K

CLEVELAND, OH

Continuing the trend of holding brands
accountable to their Black Lives Matter
statements, influencers and average
people alike looked within brands to see
if their words were true. C-suites were
examined for signs of diversity.

June 2
648

2M MENTIONS
299K UNIQUE AUTHORS8
As brands have come forward with
statements in solidarity with the
Black Lives Matter movement, Black
influencers did not shy away from
bringing forth previous wrongs these
brands did unto their community. From
fashion brands’ blatant racist designs
and shows in past years, to brands like
Starbucks banning employees from
clothing in support of Black Lives
Matter, after promoting racial
bias training.

May 28
578

NEW YORK, NY

2.5K

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

LOS ANGELES, CA

ATLANTA, GA

1M MENTIONS
166K UNIQUE AUTHORS6

597K MENTIONS
89K UNIQUE AUTHORS7

In LA, the Black Lives Matter movement
has activated both online and in person to
hold the city’s large aﬄuent population
accountable. From protests centered in
Beverly Hills chanting “eat the rich,” to
influencers calling for followers to “make
your rich white parents donate to
BLM causes.”

Over 50 years after the end of the Civil Rights
Movement, Bernice King, daughter of Martin
Luther King Jr, has used her platform to
elevate her voice. From organizing rallies to
voicing her support on Twitter, King stands
with the significant Black population in
Atlanta to fight racial injustice.

Social media has helped elevate sources of
pride in historically Black LA communities
like Compton. The world learned the story
of the Compton Cowboys as the group
marched/rode their horses with other Black
Lives Matter protesters.

The longtime battle against voter suppression
in Georgia continues. Atlantans used Twitter
to discuss polling stations being out of service
while others expressed outrage as they waited
hours only to be turned away from the right
to vote. In the fight for racial equity, voting
remains at its core and still a struggle for the
Black community.

unemployed college students are literally on a donating
spree while celebrities are wiping the sweat off their
forehead after just posting “BLM” on their IG story
May 30
394

131.5K

517.3K

HOUSTON, TX
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Buying Black
BUYING FROM AND CELEBRATING
BLACK BUSINESSES

Through a thorough
examination of big business
in the US, consumer brands
across all categories have
been exposed for missteps
past and present. Social
media has amplified the
speed at which the public
has learned about brands’
racially unequal practices,
use of prison labor, flawed
leadership, etc.

But where can I buy
books if not Amazon?
As Americans reconsider
the brands they support
and if those brands
align with their values,
social media has been
quick to offer solutions.
And with the chance to
offer solutions, a natural
opportunity to promote
Black-owned brands and
businesses arose.

BROWNDAGES

RED BAY COFFEE

POTTERY BY OSA

A long test of diversity has been
the ability to find a bandage that
matches your skin color. In attempts
to address the present fight for racial
equality, Band-Aid launched bandages
in a variety of skin colors. However,
stealing the spotlight, social media
used the opportunity to promote
Browndages, a Black family-owned
business that has created brown
bandages for years.

As Americans consider replacing
frequently purchased brands with ones
more aligned with their efforts to fight
racial inequality, a space for Blackowned coffee shops has emerged.

As social media has started to fight for
airtime for Black-owned businesses,
Twitter threads became resource
compilations. Singer-songwriter,
Kehlani tweeted about the struggle
to find Black-owned home decor and
home improvement alternatives.

COLUMBUS, OH

On June 12, 29K people retweeted a
post promoting the brand on Twitter.
In the week since Band-Aid made their
announcement (June 12-17), there were
43K mentions of Browndages on social,
and conversation volume rose 75K%
compared to in May. All this, proving
social media’s power in
this movement.9

OAKLAND, CA

Part of Red Bay Coffee’s ethos has
always been to bring diversity and
inclusion to the coffee market.
According to their website, owner
and founder, Keba Konte, has always
been committed to hiring those
who have “traditionally been left
out of the specialty coffee industry,
especially people of color, the formerly
incarcerated, women and people
with disabilities.” As Twitter and
Tumblr threads committed to raising
awareness of Black-owned coffee
shops, Red Bay Coffee even got a
shoutout from singer, SZA.

BATON ROUGE, LA

Osa Atoe was raised by Nigerian
immigrants in the suburbs of DC. After
gaining traction via her Etsy ceramics
store, Osa began speaking about
her identity. As a Black artist, Osa
describes being pigeonholed. Osa uses
her Instagram to promote her monthly
social justice pottery fundraiser - Pots
For Good. As of late, her Instagram has
also been a space to speak out against
police brutality and promote fellow
Black artists and businesses.
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What brands are saying
#BlackOutTuesday

Pull Up For Change

As social media users shared confusion on what the point of Blackout

Accountability influenced an ongoing trend in the beauty industry, too.

Tuesday was, influencers used their platform and knowledge to bring

Started by Uoma Beauty founder, Sharon Chuter, Pull Up For Change

clarity while starting threads that elevate Black voices.

challenged beauty brands to use social to reveal what percentage of their
corporate staff and leadership teams are Black. Uoma Beauty itself kicked

As the backlash of Blackout Tuesday was explained and shared on social,

off the challenge, revealing the brand’s 58 percent Black workforce.

calls for accountability came, encouraging those who participated in
the fad to actually donate, too. Further, those who posted black squares
were called on to look within and use their motives to take action in
larger, more actionable ways.
Influencer cancel culture, which started during the pandemic, has
continued through the Black Lives Matter movement as Blackout
Tuesday was used to expose discrepancies between the amount of
influencer posts and the amount of petition signatures.

#BlackOutTuesday
on June 2, 2020 (EST)10

55,219

18,397

MENTIONS

MENTIONS

The Pull Up For Change challenge allowed brands with diverse leadership to
shine, calling for other brands to #PullUpOrShutUp. Other brands, however,
used the opportunity to be transparent in the need for change within their
organization. Brands like Tarte with only a five percent Black leadership
team, accompanied these stats with statements like: “We know we can &
should do much better than that.” Expanding outside of the beauty industry,

16,065

fashion brands jumped in the ring. As more brands offered transparency,

MENTIONS

thorough and considered plans forward were released via Instagram as well.

1,419

Girlfriend Collective, for example, outlined their zero Black representation

MENTIONS

and included several slides with a plan forward.
The Instagram page @pullupforchange makes all

12AM

3AM

9AM

12PM

3PM

6PM

9PM

brand posts accessible in one place.
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Eﬀective brand allyship
At a time when every brand feels obligated to

culture, people are unafraid to take to social to
call out brands whose words feel empty.

@benandjerrys

Can’t join a protest in person? We have 12 things
you can do right now to help end white supremacy
and systemic racism: https://benjerrys.co/3eRFaxF
Jun 6

say something, statements can feel generic and
impersonal. Meanwhile, at the peak of cancel

Ben & Jerry’s

196

Ben & Jerry’s

8.6K

18.7K

@benandjerrys

The murder of George Floyd was the result of
inhumane police brutality that is perpetuated by a
culture of white supremacy.

Ben & Jerry’s
@benandjerrys

These protests didn’t come out of nowhere: They’re
the result of hundreds of years of oppression of
Black Americans, from slavery to Jim Crow to
redlining to mass incarceration. We must understand
our past to create a more just future. Learn more:
https://benjerrys.co/2YnW2FA

Not light with its words, ice cream brand
Ben & Jerry’s did not hesitate when it came
to making a statement. Beyond giving their
unfiltered opinions, Ben & Jerry’s used its

Jun 6

platform to educate people on topics like mass
incarceration and systemic racism. On social,
the brand has created and posted easy to follow

101

4.7K

10.5K

Jun 2
11.6K

136.7K

353.2K

infographics aimed at educating followers.
These infographics are much like the ones

Holy shit this Ben & Jerry’s statement...

being shared countless times on Instagram and
Twitter by non-Black people to educate one
another on anti-racism, police brutality and
related topics.

Ben & Jerry’s didn’t send their prayers. They sent
receipts and the chopper. This is the template for
corporate responses going forward or they’re
being disregarded.
Jun 2
1.5K

And Ben & Jerry’s efforts did not go

6.4K

unacknowledged. Fans took it upon themselves

Jun 2

to post and repost portions of the brand’s
Unlike most companies and organizations, Ben &
Jerry’s is not taking half measures or trying to post
a generic, meaningless corporate statement about
the death of George Floyd. They do not hold back in
any way.

statement, calling praise for its
unapologetic nature.

Jun 2

225k mentions
of Ben & Jerry’s
between May 25 - June 22

105.1K

1.3K

7.9K

Ben and Jerry’s will put prison statistics on a tub of
Rocky Road. They always been with the shits.
Jun 2
20.2K

11

275.9K

66.1K
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Amplifying Black voices
As the Black Lives Matter movement has gained momentum, it has become overwhelmingly apparent which
influencers used their platforms to speak out in the fight for racial equality, and which stayed silent. Blackout
Tuesday acknowledged the importance of holding space for Black voices. Though Blackout Tuesday ended in
controversy, its ability to make space on social media to elevate Black voices has held.

JESSAMYN STANLEY

@MYNAMEISJESSAMYN | DURHAM, NC
Enter Jessamyn Stanley, who firmly believes
that while practicing yoga the focus should be
on how you feel over how you look. Through
The Underbelly, her online yoga class platform,
Jessamyn strives to show more than thin yogis.
She uses her platform and personal brand to
break stereotypes, advocating for body positivity,
tackling mental and emotional health, and
standing against the stigmatization of cannabis.
Since the surge in conversation around the Black
Lives Matter movement, Jessamyn has used
her personal Instagram to speak about her own
experiences with her identity and relationships.

WARRIORS IN THE GARDEN

@WARRIORSINTHEGARDEN | NEW YORK, NY
Self-described on their website as ‘a collective
of activists dedicated to non-violent protest,’
Warriors In The Garden represents a new
generation of activists. Within weeks of meeting
in the streets of New York during protests, this
group of young activists was growing in size and
organizing protests and marches of their own.
The group gained the most traction following
their Children’s March, where kids as young as
five years old took to the (child-sized) podium to
raise their voices for the movement.

MECCA JAMES-WILLIAMS
@MECCAJW | BROOKLYN, NY

As a creative and stylist, Mecca James-Williams
wears many hats. In fashion, she works as a stylist
to brands like Net-A-Porter, Zappos, Vogue China
and The Zoe Report. Through her own brand, It’s
Apt. 4, Mecca curates home decor. Her curation
aims to meld home with self love. All of Mecca’s
work strives to let intentional experiences and
conscious living shine through. The Black Lives
Matter movement has further called attention to
the need for seats at the table for Black voices in
the fashion industry.

MAYA-CAMILLE BROUSSARD

@THEMCBPROJECT | CHICAGO, IL

Maya-Camille Broussard founded Justice Of The
Pies to honor her father, who was both a pie lover
and a criminal defense attorney. Beyond her love
of baking pies, tarts and quiches, Maya-Camille
also pushes to positively impact both those who
work with her and those who eat her baked
goods. Justice Of The Pies lends help to several
nonprofits, from working with lower income
children to fighting the criminalization of poverty.
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Trends from the movement

REVIVING COMMUNITY
A sense of coming together - by activating at
protests, sharing and commenting on social,
supporting Black voices and businesses.

CANCELED TO ACCOUNTABLE
Through cancel culture’s relentless past,
comes a new wave with a more actionable
path forward - accountability.
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Reviving community

The more integrated into our lives social media becomes, the flatter and less expansive the world seems.
Where a community used to be made up of the neighbors on your block, its bounds can now be limitless. As
Covid-19 locked down cities around the world, this sense of limitless community became more apparent.
And within these lockdown scenarios, raged the fight against racial inequality and police brutality.
It wasn’t through door-to-door campaigning or community meetings, but through digital activism that
communities big and small began rallying for the cause. Through posting and reposting on social media,
Black Lives Matter activists and supporters educated one another on ways to help out - from indicating
where the marches meet to lists of Black-owned restaurants to support.
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What reviving community looks like

Michael B. Jordan shows his support during
the #BlackLivesMatter march in Beverly Hills:

Jun 6
4

166

415

SOCIAL ACTIVIST NETWORKS

SHOP BLACK-OWNED

What seems like overnight, ‘leaderless’
Instagram accounts popped up, helping to
bring order to a flurry of protests and marches
occurring in big cities like New York and LA.
Accounts like @justiceforgeorgenyc, work to
promote smaller local events, bring crowds,
connect organizers, and make resources like bail
bonds accessible to protestors.

City to city, calls to ‘support Black-owned’ rang through
social media. As people exposed the non-Black Lives Matter
ethos of popular brands like Starbucks, Black-owned
businesses were raised as better alternatives. Influencers and
average people alike used their platforms to compile lists of
Black-owned businesses and services. A sense of community
came through in posts of lists mentioning ‘feel free to add’
(36K mentions (May 1-June 17) as people banded together to
raise up businesses and brands.

BLACK CELEBRITIES IN STRIDE

Mentions of
‘Black-owned
businesses’ 12

From Michael B Jordan to Ayesha and Stephen
Curry, Black celebrities have walked in the
streets alongside fellow protestors. While some
demonstrated in their present communities,
Kendrick Lamar and Kanye West marched in the
historically Black neighborhoods from which
they came. However, in an effort not to draw
press attention from the movement and uplifting
community, these big names have remained
mostly anonymous.

91K

2MILLION
+2,400%

April 1 - April 30

May 21 - June 22
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Canceled to accountable

Beginning on Black Twitter, but with a true rev up in the Me Too movement, cancel culture is now
commonplace in the US. As celebrities have been called out and ‘canceled’ for anything from homophobic
song lyrics to sexual assault allegations, its meaning has been debated. Is it helpful to call
out brands and people in power for missteps or is it engaging in mob mentality?
No different from Me Too, the Black Lives Matter movement has brought instances of blackface, discriminatory pay,
racist tweets, and more to the public eye. While the conversation still sits around canceling people and brands, it’s
beginning to shift. Instead of fighting racist words and actions, non-Black activists, influencers and regular people
are holding one another accountable. Brands like the NFL have been held accountable for former mistreatment of
quarterback Colin Kaepernick in response to his on-field protests (shown above). Social media is being used as a
platform to disseminate information, have discussions, correct one another, and (most importantly) learn.
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What accountability looks like
@NFL this you?

I’ve never listened to one single #BTS song in my
life, but I just heard that they donated one million
dollars to #BlackLivesMatter That is Kool. #BTS
@BTS_twt fans are using the hashtag
#MatchAMillion to organize and match the $1
million donation

IF YOUR FEED IS BACK TO NORMAL, SHAKE
THE TABLE. BLACK LIVES STILL MATTER.
June 13
89

54.9K

161.6K

i hope some of yall who want twitter to ‘go back
to normal’ understand that this isn’t gonna end in
a week. we NEED to make blm a part of our daily
life and continue to spread awareness
May 30
212

June 6
79.2K

225.1K

316

May 31
11K

35K

29

12.7K

29.3K

THIS YOU?

HATEFUL HASHTAGS

ACCOUNTABLE TOGETHER

Amid a flurry of ‘we stand in solidarity’
messaging, people were not afraid to recall
previous harm inflicted onto the Black
community by these brands, influencers and
celebrities. Particularly on Black Twitter, such
statements were met with responses recalling
missteps evidenced with a photo and the line:
“this you?”. Fashion brands were called out for
racist designs and shows. The NFL’s statement
was met with disdain after years of banning
players, (Colin Kaepernick included) from
kneeling for the Black Lives Matter cause
during games.

In response to Black Lives Matter disputers
and bashers, stans of the K Pop group, BTS,
‘killed them with kindness.’ Instead of using
their millions of global voices to cancel hateful
comments and past racist actions, the ‘BTS
Army’ flooded hashtags like #AllLivesMatter and
and #BlueLivesMatter with posts in support of
the movement. BTS stans have used their power
in numbers to stand behind causes relating to
human rights in the past, taking down hate by
drowning it out with support. Standing in unison
with the work of their fans, the group itself has
donated $1 million to BLM, which has garnered
praise from fans and non-fans alike.

As social media has continued to drive
movements, the distinction between activism
and slacktivism has been called out. However,
as social media is used as a tool to protest and
reach more people, activists big and small have
started to hold each other accountable. Posts
encourage people to continue posting educational
materials and support for Black Lives Matter.
And in the weeks since George Floyd’s death,
influencers and celebrities have reminded
followers that we don’t want things to ‘go back
to normal’, because ‘normal’ was fostering a
toxic environment for Black Americans.

633K MENTIONS

165K MENTIONS

19K MENTIONS

May 1 - June 22, 2020
compared to April 2020

of BTS in regard to the
BLM movement between
May 1 and June 22, 2020 14

of ‘going back to normal’
and BLM between May 1
and June 22, 2020 15

+2000%

13
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How we worked it out
At Crowd DNA, we’re constantly tracking conversations online
across a range of categories. This allows us to stay on top of
what’s going on and identify dominant and emergent trends
all around the world. We capture conversation and imagery
around occasions, behaviors and brands in order to get a holistic
understanding of what’s new in any particular category. Our
wider cultural expertise spanning semiotics and trends gives
us a headstart on what the interesting category developments
are and where to look first. This also helps us understand how
they relate to broader cultural shifts. We then explore these
individually across all the major social media platforms, pulling
out data-driven insights and qualitative color to get our heads
around the trends.

SOURCES

Each social platform has different data privacy and sharing
conditions, which means the datasets we have access to are
incredibly varied. Twitter, for example, allows full access to
conversation data, while Instagram and Facebook are more
private with heavy restrictions.
George Floyd’s death, which sparked global protests, occurred
on May 25, 2020. However, the deaths of Amaud Arbery and
Breonna Taylor occurred earlier in 2020. To capture 2020 Black
Lives Matter sentiment before the mass protests, we conducted
social listening beginning on May 1, 2020 through June 22, 2020.
Overtime comparisons are done comparing this period to the
month prior - April 2020. The Black Lives Matter movement
started in 2013 after the death of Trayvon Martin. Therefore, to
track the Black Lives Matter movement from its inception, we
pulled social data from January 1, 2013 through June 22, 2020.

From January 1, 2013 through June
22, 2020, #BlackLivesMatter, #BLM,
or #blklivesmatter has been
mentioned

38 million

times

16
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Behind the data
1.
Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘blacklivesmatter OR blm OR
blklivesmatter’ from the start of the BLM
movement on May 25, 2020-June 22, 2020.

Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘blacklivesmatter OR blm OR
blklivesmatter’ from the start of the BLM
movement on January 1, 2013-June 22, 2020.

6.
Showing social listening data for
a search of ‘“black lives matter” OR
blacklivesmatter OR blm OR blklivesmatter
NOT blackouttuesday’ in Los Angeles, CA
from May 1, 2020-June 22, 2020.

2.

Black Lives Matter: Showing
social listening data for a search of
‘blacklivesmatter OR blm OR blklivesmatter’
from the start of the BLM movement on
January 1, 2013-June 22, 2020.

3.

Me Too: Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘metoo’ from the start of the BLM
movement on January 1, 2013-June 22, 2020.
March For Our Lives: Showing
social listening data for a search of
‘marchforourlives OR “march for our lives”’
from the start of the BLM movement on
January 1, 2013-June 22, 2020.
Make America Great Again: Showing social
listening data for a search of ‘MAGA OR
“make america great again” OR “make
america great”’ from the start of the BLM
movement on January 1, 2013-June 22, 2020.
4.
Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘blacklivesmatter OR blm OR
blklivesmatter’ from George Floyd’s death
on May 25, 2020-June 22, 2020.

Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘blacklivesmatter OR blm OR
blklivesmatter’ from January 1, 2013-June 17,
2020.

5.

13.
Showing social listening data for a search
of ‘“this you?”’ from May 1, 2020-June 22,
2020 compared to April 1, 2020-April 30,
2020.

Showing social listening data for a search
of ‘(“black lives matter” OR blacklivesmatter
OR blm OR blklivesmatter) AND (bts OR kpop
OR “k pop”)’ from May 1, 2020-June 22,
2020.

14.

Showing social listening data for a search
of ‘“black lives matter” OR blacklivesmatter
OR blm OR blklivesmatter NOT
blackouttuesday’ in Atlanta, GA from May 1,
2020-June 22, 2020.

7.

Showing social listening data for
a search of ‘“black lives matter” OR
blacklivesmatter OR blm OR blklivesmatter
NOT blackouttuesday’ in New York, NY from
May 1, 2020-June 22, 2020.

8.

9.
Showing social listening data for a search
of ‘browndages OR browndage’ from June
12, 2020-June 17, 2020 compared to May 1,
2020-June 11, 2020.
10.
Showing social listening data for a search
of ‘blackouttuesday OR “blackout tuesday”
OR “black out tuesday”’ on June 2, 2020.

Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘“ben & jerry’s” OR benandjerrys
OR “ben&jerrys” OR “ben and jerrys”
OR ben&jerrys’ from May 25, 2020-June
22,2020.

11.

12.
Showing social listening data from April
1, 2020-June 22, 2020 for mentions of
‘(blacklivesmatter OR “black lives matter”
OR blklivesmatter OR blm) AND (communit*
OR together* OR communityleader* OR
“community leader*” OR blackowned OR
“black owned” OR “black-owned”)’.

15.
Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘(blacklivesmatter OR blm
OR blklivesmatter) AND (“going back
to normal” OR “back to normal” OR
backtonormal OR goingbacktonormal)’ from
May 1, 2020-June 22, 2020.

Showing social listening data for a
search of ‘blacklivesmatter OR blm OR
blklivesmatter’ from the start of the BLM
movement on January 1, 2013-June 22, 2020.

16.

Thanks for reading.
Crowd Signs at Crowd DNA combines culture at scale data
exploration, trends, semiotics, and KIN - our network of
creators and connectors. If you’d like to learn more about
how we apply these disciplines to understand culture and its
relevance to brands, please get in touch for more information.

Cultural Strategy & Insight | London, Amsterdam, New York, Singapore, Sydney
www.crowdDNA.com | hello@crowdDNA.com

